Hafnia (HfO 2 ) is a wide band gap material, with a high dielectric constant, which has wide applications, especially in optical and protective coating technology [1, 2] . The properties of hafnia are also very similar to zirconia due to their homological electronic outer shell configuration. Both zirconia-and hafnia-related research has received a recent boost due to their possible role in replacing silicon dioxide as the gate dielectric in microelectronic devices [3] . Thin zirconia and hafnia films deposited on silicon have demonstrated favorable properties in experiments [4] [5] [6] , such as high thermal stability and low leakage current. Despite this current focus, many of the properties of zirconia and hafnia remain unknown, especially with regard to defect processes. Annealing of films is an intrinsic part of any growth cycle and involves oxygen diffusion through the oxide, as well as the possible formation of interstitial oxygen. However, basic issues, such as the nature of the diffusing oxygen species and the diffusion mechanism, remain unknown. Experiments on zirconia [7, 8] have suggested that oxygen incorporates and diffuses in atomic form. Once incorporated, the oxygen can act as an electron trap, changing its charge state and, therefore, its properties and interactions with the oxide and other defects. The performance of thin films in devices is likely to be strongly influenced by these defect processes. In this paper we focus on hafnia in calculations, but its nearly identical physical and electronic structures mean that the results are generally applicable to zirconia as well.
Hafnia exists in three polymorphs at atmospheric pressure: at low temperatures the monoclinic C (P4 2 =nmc) phase, and above 2870 K the cubic fluorite O 5 h (Fm3m) phase. We limit ourselves to the monoclinic structure in this study since it is the most stable phase, even for thin films [9] [10] [11] . The monoclinic structure is characterized by three-and four-coordinated lattice oxygen sites, which both could potentially act as defect sites. However, previous studies of monoclinic zirconia and hafnia [12, 13] have demonstrated that the reduced space around the four-coordinated sites increases interstitial defect formation energies. Hence in this work we focus on the more stable three-coordinated defect sites.
All the calculations have been performed using the plane wave basis VASP code [14, 15] , implementing spinpolarized density functional theory and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew and Wang [16] known as GGA-II. We have used ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials [17, 18] to represent the core electrons. The pseudopotential for the hafnium atom was generated in the electron configuration Xe 4f 14 5d 3 6s 1 and that for the oxygen atom in 1s 2 2s 2 2p 4 , where the core electron configurations are shown in square brackets. This method has previously been shown to give excellent agreement with experiment for bulk hafnium and hafnia properties [13] and is well suited for studying defects in this class of materials [12, 13] .
All calculations were made using a 96 atom unit cell, which is generated by extending the 12 atom monoclinic unit cell by two in three dimensions. For this cell, the total energy was converged for a plane wave cutoff of 400 eV and 2 k points in the first Brillouin zone. One oxygen atom was added to this cell to model the interstitial defect, with a neutralizing background applied for calculations of charged defects. The large size of the cell separates the periodic defect images by over 10 Å , keeping the Coulomb interaction between charged defects in different periodic cells to below 0.1 eV [13] . The diffusion paths were calculated in a static approximation using the nudged elastic band method [19, 20] .
The incorporation energy of oxygen into the hafnia lattice can be calculated with respect to different processes involving different gas oxygen species [13] . If we consider the case where oxygen incorporates from a molecular source, we find defect energies of 1:6 eV for incorporation of atomic oxygen and 4:2 eV for molecular oxygen, favoring incorporation of two atoms over one molecule by 1 eV. However, for incorporation from an atomic source, such as in ultraviolet ozone oxidation processes (see, for example, [21] ), the defect energy for atomic incorporation drops to ÿ1:3 eV, and it is now favored over molecular incorporation by almost 7 eV. In VOLUME 89, NUMBER 22 P
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225901-1 0031-9007=02=89 (22)=225901 (4) both cases, it is clear that oxygen prefers to incorporate in an atomic form. This agrees with experimental results for similarly structured zirconia [7] , and contrasts with the much more open silica structure where molecular incorporation is favored [22] . Figure 1 (a) shows a slice of the charge density through the neutral oxygen interstitial and original threecoordinated site. The defect forms a strong bond with lattice oxygen, since this is the closest source of electrons in the system, forming a negatively charged defect pair. Neutral oxygen cannot stably sit isolated in hafnia due to the crystal's high ionicity, and the crystalline potential forces it to a position where it can gain as much charge as possible.
As discussed previously, charge transfer between defects and the oxide/silicon conduction bands, and between defects themselves, has serious implications for device fabrication. Electron trapping from the conduction band is characterized by electron affinities. For defects in hafnia these have been studied in detail previously [13] , and therefore here we discuss only those properties relevant to atomic oxygen interstitials. Table I shows that both the neutral and singly charged oxygen interstitials have a large electron affinity and would therefore gain energy by trapping an electron from the conduction band. This is consistent with the efforts of the neutral defect to gain electrons by bonding to the lattice oxygen discussed in the previous section and demonstrates that the ionicity of the crystal energetically favors the existence of oxygen defects as O 2ÿ (negative U behavior of oxygen is discussed in Refs. [12, 13] ). Note that in principle the conduction band of hafnia (or silicon for an oxide film on silicon) can always act as a source of electrons, and our calculations predict they will always gain energy by localizing on an oxygen defect. However, studying the actual probability of trapping requires an application of kinetic theory beyond the current scope of this work.
The mechanism of diffusion of oxygen in oxides (and many materials in general) can be classified as occurring via either an exchange or interstitial process. The exchange mechanism [ Fig. 2(a) ] involves the continuous replacement of a lattice site by the diffusing defect, and the lattice site then becoming the diffusing species. This mechanism is traditionally know as the ''Interstitialcy'' mechanism [23] , but we will refer to it as exchange for clarity. It is characteristic of diffusion of anions, for example, in oxides such as MgO [24] and fluorides such as CaF 2 [25] . In the interstitial mechanism [ Fig. 2(b) ], the defect diffuses through empty space between the lattice sites. This mechanism is characteristic of diffusion in oxides such as silica [22, 26] . The structure of hafnia is more complex than most of these classical cubic oxides, yet retains the same lack of interstitial space, therefore it is especially interesting to see which mechanism is energetically favored. Also in some materials, such as MgO [24] , the mechanism of diffusion is very dependent on the oxygen charge state. The specific barrier for each oxygen species is given in Table I , and in the following sections we discuss in detail the mechanisms themselves.
As discussed previously, the neutral oxygen interstitial in hafnia is characterized by its strong bond with a lattice oxygen site (O A in Fig. 1 ), and we find that it is this need to find an electron source which also dominates the diffusion process. For the exchange mechanism, the transition point occurs when the oxygen atom is more or less equidistant between the initial O A and final O B lattice 
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225901-2 225901-2 oxygen, and the defect is furthest from a source of electrons (the fact that the distances are not exactly equal reflects the asymmetry of the bonding environment around the defect complex in hafnia). Figure 1(b) clearly shows that the defect at this point has much smaller bonding with the lattice sites than in the equilibrium position. The diffusion of the oxygen begins with a reorientation of the oxygen pair, such that the defect moves closer to the final lattice oxygen O B , but the O-O bond length does not change significantly. After this, the defect moves to the transition state [see Fig. 1(b) ], breaking the bond, and then moves almost linearly to bond with the final lattice oxygen. Finally, there is reorientation of the new O-O bond until equilibrium is reached. The energy barrier at the transition state is 0.8 eV.
Diffusion by the interstitial mechanism is in principle governed by similar effects, but traveling between the lattice sites produces a longer path, causes much greater relaxation in the crystal, and causes more difficulty for the defect to bond with lattice sites along the diffusion path. In the exchange mechanism the maximum atom displacement (aside from the diffusing defect itself) is 0.2 Å , with only neighboring oxygen atoms affected. However, for the interstitial mechanism, displacements rise to a maximum of 0.4 Å with both oxygen and hafnium atoms displacing. This is reflected by the increased barrier of 1.3 eV for the interstitial mechanism. Note that due to the increased complexity of the interstitial diffusion path, and the closeness of the exchange and interstitial barriers, the interstitial barrier was checked with double the number of points along the path. This raised the barrier by about 0.1 eV, but did not qualitatively affect the diffusion mechanism.
Introduction of an electron to the system allows the oxygen interstitial to exist more independently from the lattice site, since the electron localizes fully onto the defect. However, the defect is still somewhat coupled to the lattice site with some small covalent bonding evident in Fig. 3(a) . However, the diffusion mechanism is simpler than for the neutral case. At first the defect moves linearly in a plane with the initial and final lattice oxygen sites, and there is no reorientation. At the transition point [see Fig. 3(b) ], the defect is already almost at its equilibrium bond distance to the final lattice oxygen. However, the final stages of the diffusion involve displacement and reorientation of the new O-O pair to their equilibrium position. The barrier at the transition point is 0.3 eV. Displacement of atoms during the exchange diffusion are of similar magnitude to that for the neutral case, although now more atoms are involved-as to be expected for the increased Coulomb interaction from the charged defect.
The interstitial barrier for the singly charged defect is 1.1 eV, similar to the neutral species, but the comparatively bigger difference to the exchange barrier is due to large displacements along the path. The maximum oxygen displacement is again 0.4 Å , but, as in the exchange case, the increased Coulomb interaction means that many more atoms are being displaced and the disruption is much more delocalized than for the neutral species.
Adding a second electron to the system effectively creates an independent oxygen with a full outer shell. Figure 4 (a) shows that there is now enough extra charge available for the oxygen interstitial to be stable in the crystal without any bonding to the original lattice oxygen sites. This is reflected in both diffusion mechanisms, where the barriers are totally dominated by crystal relaxations due to increased Coulomb interaction. The mechanism is very similar to that for the singly charged defect, with an initial planar diffusion followed by shift of the final oxygen site. However, we see displacements of oxygen atoms slightly larger than that seen for the singly charged defect, and now we also see for the first time significant displacements (over 0.1 Å ) of hafnium atoms during exchange diffusion. It is these displacements which give a larger barrier of 0.6 eV for doubly charged diffusion, even though bonding with lattice sites is no longer an issue, and the mechanism is similar to the singly charged case. Figure 4(b) shows that the density configuration of the O 2ÿ defect complex changes little during diffusion, and it is changes in the surrounding atoms that are responsible for the barrier. 
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The doubly charged interstitial diffusion produces the largest relaxations of all the processes, with maximum displacements of over 0.5 Å for surrounding oxygen atoms and up to 0.2 Å for hafnium atoms. This produces a correspondingly large barrier of 1.8 eV.
In summary, oxygen diffusion in hafnia is governed by two competing processes: (i) the crystalline potential in hafnia means that oxygen defects are only stable as ions, and (ii) relaxation of atoms along the diffusion path. The neutral oxygen interstitial causes the least disruption of the surrounding crystal during diffusion, but its need to form an ''ion-pair'' with a lattice oxygen produces a large barrier. The doubly charged oxygen is the most stable defect in hafnia film on silicon, yet its large Coulomb interaction means it generates large displacements during diffusion. Hence, the singly charged defect proves to be the best balance; it is more independent of the lattice oxygens than the neutral species, but does not produce as large a disruption of the crystal as the doubly charged defect. In terms of the general mechanism, the small space between atoms in hafnia means that the exchange mechanism is favored over the interstitial for all defect species due to the reduction in lattice disruption. Note, however, that in the neutral case, where displacements are in general quite small, the difference between the two mechanisms is much smaller than for the other defect species.
These results show that although hafnia has a much more complex atomic structure than other, simpler ionic materials, its geometry shares a similar lack of interstitial space and the lattice exchange (or interstitialcy) remains the favored diffusion mechanism. In general, the barriers for interstitial oxygen diffusion in hafnia are small, and the defects will be very active, especially during the high temperature processing common in microelectronic processes. These barriers are much smaller than the measured activation energy of 2.3 eV for oxygen diffusion in m-zirconia [8] . However, this activation energy is dominated by the Schottky formation energies (about 2.2 eV [27] ). The fact that oxygen is predicted to diffuse as a charged species suggests the possibility of using an applied electric field to influence the diffusion, and perhaps control defect concentrations. The large electron affinity of all the oxygen species means that they can all act as traps within a device, creating intrinsic electric fields and contributing to dielectric losses, so their control would be highly desirable for efficient device design.
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